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The high-capacity, micro-compact SIG Sauer P365 was designed (as the name implies) 
for year-round, everyday concealed carry. SIG has seemingly done the impossible here 
— squeezing 11 9mm rounds into a super-tiny, striker-fired pistol that is comfortable and 
accurate. Flush and extended magazines come with the pistol in 10+1, or you can choose 
the optional 12+1 or new 15+1 magazines. Standard XRAY3 Day/Night sights are also 
included, so this SIG pistol is ready, right out of the box.

MSRP: $599    |    SIGSauer.com

SIG Sauer P365
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One of Glock’s most popular handguns, the Glock 43 (often referred to as the “mini 
Glock”) is a reliable, single-stack 9mm pistol designed specifically for concealed carry. The 
narrow frame makes it an ideal carry gun for smaller body types and for those who wear 
more slim-fitting clothing. While the capacity is limited to just 6+1 rounds with the standard 
factory magazines, multiple aftermarket magazines are available that increase capacity to 
7+1 or 8+1. If you want to upgrade the G43’s sights, adding XS Night Sights increases 
durability and usefulness in all light conditions.

MSRP: $499    |    us.glock.com

Glock 43
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With five handy pockets for tucking away the necessities (like a phone, wallet, sunglasses and 
keys) as well as the essentials (like a flashlight, knife, pepper spray, firearm and extra magazine), 
the Packin’ Neat purse insert is a tactical organizer that can be easily moved from one purse to 
another … or to a gym bag … or even into the console of your vehicle. Just simply drop in the 
sturdy, structured Packin’ Neat insert, then quickly and easily open the magnetic clasp on the 
holster pocket if you need to retrieve your gun. You won’t have to go digging for items in your 
purse since they’re all tucked away in the pouches. And you won’t have to worry about your 
firearm, since it’s protected in a dedicated and reinforced pocket.

MSRP: $79.95    |    packinneat.com

Packin’ Neat 
Purse Insert
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The fun style of Urban Moxy’s Sassy Kat bag is a combination of a fashion-forward mom 
and a biker gal. This large, dark brown handbag with silver accents is very roomy and has 
some great compartments. It’s just as easy to carry as a tote as it is to use crossbody with 
the detachable strap. The one-way gun pocket angles down to secure a firearm without any 
additional holsters or retention devices. It’s constructed of a water-resistant neoprene material 
that’s thick and flexible enough to conceal a handgun. A fun touch to the bag is the signature 
“lock it pocket” with charms that feature a high heel, a handbag, a revolver and the company’s 
signature custom cylinder in the Urban Moxy logo. This adorable accent is more than just for 
looks though. In an emergency, the user can quickly and easily grab the chain and yank open 
the holster portion of the handbag to access and retrieve a weapon.

MSRP: $68    |    urbanmoxy.com

Urban Moxy 
 “Sassy Kat”
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Ukoala features a host of uniquely styled bags in a variety of different colors, sizes, materials 
and designs as well as different accessories or inserts to customize the bag to you … 
and to your gun. It’s the top on-body, off-body holster option because it offers the best of 
both worlds: hands-free, yet still accessible and on the body at all times. Ukoala bags are 
durable, sturdy and made with love. Many selections feature a secure holster option at an 
easily accessible height and angle for quickly retrieving a compact firearm … while toting a 
lot of other “everyday” gear. Our featured bag happens to include a Kydex holster for prime 
security for that handgun, as well as a flexible, bullet-resistant plate that slips right into the 
back pocket without notice.

MSRP: $178 (BAG)    |    $99 (insert)    |    $44.95 (holster)    |    ukoalabag.com

Ukoala  
Yukon Bag 

(With Bullet Plate Insert and CrossBreed Holster)
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A good, handheld tactical flashlight is something you may use every day. It makes a really 
great gift for just about anyone on your list too. Two of my favorites include the compact, 
2.5-ounce Crimson Trace CWL-300 and the uniquely shaped StreamLight ProTac 90. You 
can keep the 200-lumen Crimson Trace in a purse or bag at all times, and the 300-lumen 
StreamLight with its right-angle and three operating programs is great for a bedside table.

MSRP: $69.99    |    crimsontrace.com MSRP: $39.99    |    streamlight.com

Crimson Trace &  
StreamLight  

Tactical Flashlights
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These laser-cut cardboard mini targets from Ben Stoeger Pro Shop come in the shapes of 
steel poppers, plates and cardboard targets. They can be placed around an indoor or out-
door training area for fun and effective dry-fire practice. Use a SIRT pistol or SureStrike laser 
insert or even your own clear and unloaded firearm to engage targets in preparation for a 
class, a match or just everyday self-defense. The 1/3- and 1/6-scaled targets can be set up 
to mimic distance shots, and even though it won’t completely fool the brain, it’s a fun way to 
mix up your practice and training. 

MSRP: $9.95    |    benstoegerproshop.com

Dry-Fire Mini 
Target Kit
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Dry fire is an important element of firearms training, and BarrelBlok helps to make dry-firing 
a safer training option. The easy-to-use training aids slip into the empty firearm and empty 
magazines, not only rendering the firearm harmless but also clearly showing the gun is 
empty and clear of ammunition. BarrelBlok also enables the user to practice more realistically 
by being able to use magazines as if they were loaded, while helping reduce mechanical 
vibrations during dry-fire activities.  

MSRP: $12.99    |    bloksafety.com

BarrelBlok
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The Grey Man pistol is a collaboration between Kevin Michalowski, Executive Editor of 
Concealed Carry Magazine, and Lone Wolf Distributors. Using a Glock 19 frame, the Grey 
Man is a complete upgrade including: 

AlphaWolf stainless steel slide 
Ameriglo Classic Green/Yellow night sights
Lone Wolf G19 standard length barrel with 
custom flush cut crown
Enhanced Lone Wolf slide internals
Lightweight firing pin kit, including Maritime 
Spring Cups and mid-weight firing pin spring
Tungsten guide rod assembly
Glock OEM Generation 3 G19 frame

Lone Wolf Gen3 Compact Frame  
Completion Kit
Enhanced trigger, including 721 Classic 
connector and 6-pound trigger spring
Lone Wolf Ultimate Trigger Housing,  
including overtravel adjustment screw
Lone Wolf extended control levers
Lone Wolf extended magazine catch

MSRP: $549+    |    lonewolfdist.com

Glock 19/ 
Grey Man
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Available in 1-¼- and 1-½-inch widths, this super thick and durable belt is ready to hold your 
gun, knife and spare ammo more firmly in place. It’s available with various buckle colors and 
ships ready to wear. A good EDC rig is only as good as the belt. With an MSRP of $75, this 
belt will last forever. 

MSRP: $75     |    crossbreedholsters.com

CrossBreed  
Executive Belt
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This crossbody bag has room for everything, including a concealed firearm, first-aid supplies, 
spare magazines and a water bottle. It’s super tough and ready to work. It carries an MSRP 
of $108, but online retailers sell it for less than $70. Shop around.

MSRP: $108    |    maxpedition.com

Maxpedition
Jumbo Pack
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This hybrid inside-the-waistband holster made with a Kydex shell and a tough leather 
backing is equipped with interchangeable belt clips or leather loops with “pull-the-dot” 
snaps. It can be adjusted for cant and ride depth and allows you to tuck in a dress shirt 
right over your concealed pistol. Prices range from $69 to $99 depending on the model you 
choose and if you carry a gun with a light or laser.  

MSRP: $69-$99    |    galcogunleather.com

Galco  
KingTuk Holster
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